
ULTIMATE
ADVENTURE
ARCHER 
RIVER

The vessels were excellent, the 
food exquisite and the fishing - 
exceptional“ “



BIG BARRA TERRITORY

Our Ultimate Adventure charters are tailored 
to the angler with a taste for exploring very 
remote locations that are hardly visited and 
offer world-class sport fishing.

The Archer, Watson and Ward Rivers are all 
part of a massive wetlands system in the 
surrounds of Aurukun some 100kms south 
of Weipa in the Gulf of Carpentaria. This 
remote location is home to some of the 
world’s best estuary and river fishing with 
huge amounts of Barramundi, Queenfish, 
Fingermark, Milk Fish, Coral Trout, Golden 
Trevally, Cod, and more. The fish are ready 
to take a lure, bait or fly. This charter will 
also see our guests fishing further south to 
the Love and Kirke Rivers which are simply 
stunning flats to chase your fish of choice. 

The location on the western side of Cape 
York means that Aurukun is the perfect 
winter fishing destination with stable 
sunny weather and protection from the 
southeasterlies. After a big wet season the 
run-off produces more fish than can be 
believed.

Where the wild fishing is...



REMOTE BLUE WATER ACTION

Aside from the estuary and river fishing, this 
region also offers amazing blue water fishing. 
The near-coastal areas have a huge array 
of pelagic and reef fish to target including 
Tuna, Mahi-Mahi, Giant Trevally, Red Emporor, 
Nannygai and many more. 

Clients will be transferred by private charter 
flight from Cairns to Aurukun, and can be 
fishing almost immediately in these productive 
waters. You will enjoy this 8-day/7-night trip of 
a lifetime in the comfort of Blue Martini, our 70 
ft mothership. With just 6 guests tended to by 
6 crew, there will be a maximum of 2 guests 
per cabin, and fishing will also be 2-up on each 
of the 3 centre consoles.  

Where the fish grow big...



+61 499 105 880 
fnsf-nomad.com

info@fnsf-nomad.com

THE ULTIMATE
LOCATIONS

Vessels chartered for the 
duration: 

Blue Martini & 3 centre consoles

6 Guests

6 Crew (including 3 private 
guides)

All haute cuisine meals and 
non-alcoholic beverages are 
included

Daily housekeeping and laundry 
service
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FAR NORTH SPORTS FISHING
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